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cess to higher education and who stands in
front of the gate and prevents people from
coming through. That’s Clarence Thomas’s
problem,” he said, criticizing in particular
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thomas’s resis-
tance to a∞rmative action in the recent Uni-
versity of Michigan Law School decision.
Bobbing briskly at the podium and fre-
quently drawing eruptions of laughter and
applause from the audience with his cheeky
wit, Gates built on earlier comments from
the alumni and unearthed his own back-
ground as a Yalie from West Virginia to sug-
gest that education remains for marginalized
young people the most expedient route to
the opportunities needed for social change. 

But to Boskey professor of law Lani
Guinier ’71, who followed Gates at the mi-
crophone, improving African-American
access to higher education means reform
deeper than simply adopting an a∞rma-
tive-action program; it begins with scru-
tiny of admissions at Harvard itself. Al-
though the University has increased
African-American representation within
its community since her undergraduate
years, its diversity is still “a question of
aesthetics,” she said, because admitted
black students are largely drawn from for-
eign countries and an already-elite cadre of
African Americans. “If you look around
Harvard College today, how many black
people will you see who grew up in the
U.S., went to public elementary school,
went to public high school, and made it to
Harvard?” she asked, gesturing for empha-
sis. She suggested that students from such
backgrounds who arrive here often feel es-
tranged from the rest of the African-Amer-
ican community at the College: “Students
say, ‘Where are all the black people like
the ones I knew at home?’”

Guinier—who went so far as to suggest
that unwittingly favoring foreign or privi-
leged black applicants limits graduates’
inclinations to give back to less advan-
taged African-American communities (“If
you don’t identify with African Americans
and you get into Harvard because of that,
that’s a problem for all of us”)—proposed
that prospective undergraduates be asked
to write about their stances on diversity
as part of the application process. Build-
ing a class of students committed to diver-
sity of background as well as skin color
would ensure an undergraduate body di-

When the Committee to Address Sexual Assault at
Harvard reported to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
last spring, it pointedly observed, “Alcohol has been
identified as a significant factor in a large majority of
campus sexual assaults” (see “On Preventing Sexual Vi-
olence,” July-August 2003, page 68).

The problem is not new. In studies of binge drinking
among college students, for instance, School of Public
Health lecturer on social psychology Henry Wechsler
has documented bingers’ involvement in insulting be-
havior, pushing or hitting, property damage, unwanted
advances, and sexual assault (see “The Booze News,”
March-April 1995, page 20). Former dean of the Col-
lege Harry R. Lewis repeatedly reminded students
about the legal consequences of under-age drinking,
their right not to be imposed upon by roommates’ 

alcohol-fueled antisocial behavior, and the problems of unregulated access to alcohol
at final-club parties and tailgating events (see, for example, “Aftermath of a Drug
Bust,” September-October 1996, page 72, and “An Accident Waiting to Happen?”
March-April 1999, page 69).

So it comes as no surprise that the present dean of the College, Benedict H.
Gross—whose appointment was announced in April as the sexual-assault report cir-
culated—has made a point of focusing on alcohol abuse. On October 16, Gross and
Provost Steven E. Hyman followed up by appointing a Committee to Address Alcohol
and Health at Harvard. It is charged with making recommendations by the end of the
academic year on “prevention, education, outreach, and treatment services to reduce
the negative health consequences associated with excessive alcohol consumption and
alcohol abuse.” Currier House master and Shad professor of business ethics Joseph L.
Badaracco Jr. chairs the committee, which is composed of another faculty representa-
tive; three students; two administrators; three medical professionals; and ex-officio
representatives from the Office of Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (created
to implement the sexual-assault report) and the Bureau of Study Counsel.

The timing seems more than ripe. In reporting the news, the Crimson noted that
University Health Services (UHS) treated 24 undergraduates for alcohol poisoning in
September, up from 15 in the year earlier, and 123 during the academic year ended
June 30, 2003—nearly a sevenfold rise from five years ago.Although the increase may
reflect students’ willingness to seek help (Harvard has made it clear that medical care
will not trigger disciplinary consequences), fears have intensified that more students
may be drinking dangerously. Following scares associated with beer kegs and students’
close encounters with North Harvard Street traffic at the 2000 Yale game, Dean
Lewis imposed restrictions on drinking in the vicinity of the Stadium (see “Unsavory
Record,” January-February 2001, page 83, and “Drying Out ‘The Game,’” November-
December 2001, page 85).

Suggesting the scope of the committee’s work—and of the problems it must ad-
dress—its charge extends to “health-related and educational issues” such as “training
of residential House staff, student orientation and outreach programs, impediments
to healthy student social life, and available UHS treatment services.” UHS reports to
Hyman; as a neuroscientist and past director of the National Institute of Mental
Health, he has focused on addiction. Accordingly, the committee will examine both
the scientific literature on anti-drinking measures and the programs of other universi-
ties.And underlying these research efforts is a sense of urgency about what adminis-
trators characterize as a real public-health issue for the community.

Aiming at Alcohol
Kegs are banned
at Cambridge
versions of “The
Game” but beer
flowed freely in
New Haven in
November.
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